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Abstract

Significant improvements in the quality and availability of generative models have led to widespread
synthetic data across the internet. Motivated by previous work on synthetic data for image classifica-
tion, this paper addresses the challenging task of image captioning, bridging computer vision and
natural language processing. The influence of synthetic data on image captioning models is investi-
gated through systematic experiments conducted with the “Show and Tell” model. The experiments
found that combining real and generated data can hurt the performance and robustness of the model.
However, models trained solely on synthetic images outperform those on an all-real training set when
fine-tuned, highlighting the potential of using AI-generated images in pretraining datasets for image
captioning. These findings contribute valuable insights for advancing the field, providing a foundation
for future exploration into factors influencing this paper’s conclusions, alternative methods for image
generation, and the broader impact of synthetic data on diverse image-based tasks.

1 Introduction

In recent years, people have been paying more attention to using synthetic data in training image
processing models. This is important because it has been proven that AI-generated images from
an “in-the-wild” Stable Diffusion model can make image classification models better by improving
accuracy and robustness Bansal and Grover [2023]. This exciting result and the growing stable
diffusion models motivate this project. This paper focuses on using synthetic data in image captioning,
which is a task involving both computer vision and language understanding that is much more
challenging than image classification Vinyals et al. [2015]. The project is designed to have three parts:
(1) creating AI images using stable diffusion; (2) training image captioning models with synthetic
data and real data; (3) comparing models that were trained with different ratios of real and fake data.
The study uses the classic "Show and Tell" image classification model Vinyals et al. [2015] for
experiments. The results reveal that models trained only with synthetic images, when fine-tuned on
the Flickr8k dataset, perform better than those trained only with real images. This research provides
useful information for improving the use of fake data in image captioning models. It opens the
door for future exploration into different factors, methods, and impacts on various image-related tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Initially, an exploration of the literature on
image captioning and diffusion models will be presented. Subsequently, the clarification of
models such as “Show and Tell” and Stable Diffusion will be undertaken, incorporating theoretical
frameworks and graphical representations. Following this, the paper will provide a concise overview
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of the experiment design and a comprehensive discussion of the results. Finally, the paper will be
concluded, and potential directions for future research will be pointed out.

2 Related Work

2.1 Image Captioning

Image captioning involves describing the visual content of an image using meaningful, syntactically
correct sentences. Early approaches to image captioning included description retrieval Pan et al.
[2004], Farhadi et al. [2010], Ordonez et al. [2011], Frome et al. [2013], Kiros et al. [2014],
Karpathy et al. [2014] and template filling with hand-crafted language generation techniques Yao
et al. [2010], Aker and Gaizauskas [2010], Yang et al. [2011], Li et al. [2011], Gupta et al. [2012],
Mitchell et al. [2012], Kulkarni et al. [2013], Kuznetsova et al. [2014]. These approaches have
been surpassed by deep learning-based generative models, where image inputs are encoded as
feature vectors before using a language model to decode a sequence of words from the feature vectors.

Encoding images as feature vectors is the first challenge of an image captioning pipeline.
Current visual encoding methods are categorized into four types Stefanini et al. [2022]: non-attentive
methods, additive attentive methods, graph-based methods, and self-attentive methods. Non-attentive
methods, such as Show and Tell Vinyals et al. [2015] and SCST (FC) Rennie et al. [2017], utilize
high-level representations from CNN layers, offering simplicity and a comprehensive grasp of
the image context but lacking in specificity and granularity. Additive attentive methods can be
further divided into methods that use attention over a grid of CNN features, including Show,
Attend and Tell Xu et al. [2015] and SCST (Att2in) Rennie et al. [2017], and methods that use
attention over visual regions, including Up-Down Anderson et al. [2018]. Using attention over a
grid of CNN features enhances granularity by using 2D activation maps and additive attention,
allowing the model to selectively focus on image elements while using attention over visual regions
and utilizing object detectors proposing regions for focused attention. Graph-based Encoding,
represented by SGAE Yang et al. [2019] and MT Shi et al. [2020], uses graphs over image regions
to encode semantic and spatial connections, enhancing the representation but potentially limiting
interactions between visual features. Lastly, Self-Attention Encoding supported by the Transformer
architecture, including AoANet Huang et al. [2019], X-LAN Pan et al. [2020], DPA Liu et al. [2020],
connects each set element (such as each patch of an image) with all others for refined representation,
with various adaptations like geometry-aware encoding and memory-augmentation enhancing its
capabilities.

Afterward, language models are used to predict the probability of a given sequence of words
occurring in a sentence. LSTM-based models are predominant due to their sequential processing
capability, with single-layer LSTMs (as used in such as Show and Tell Vinyals et al. [2015] and Show,
Attend and Tell Xu et al. [2015]) being straightforward in their approach, and two-layer LSTMs (as
used in Up-Down Anderson et al. [2018]) offering more complexity by separating visual attention and
language modelling tasks. Some LSTM models are further enhanced with self-attention (as used in
AoANet Huang et al. [2019], X-LAN Pan et al. [2020], DPA Liu et al. [2020], and AutoCaption Zhu
et al. [2020]) for improved performance. Convolutional language models, though less common,
use convolutions to process global image features and word embeddings, offering parallel training
advantages but lacking in popularity. Transformer-based architectures (as used in ORT Herdade
et al. [2019] and M2 Transformer Cornia et al. [2020]) have revolutionized the field with their
fully-attentive paradigm, employing masked self-attention and cross-attention operations for more
effective language generation. BERT-like architectures (as used in Unified VLP Zhou et al. [2020]
and VinVL Zhang et al. [2021]) merge visual and textual modalities early on, utilizing pre-trained
text layers for more efficient learning and are often pre-trained on extensive image-caption pairs.
Lastly, non-autoregressive language models aim to reduce inference time by generating all words in
parallel, often involving multiple generation stages and reinforcement learning for enhanced results.

2.2 Diffusion Model Applications

Diffusion models have been effectively utilized in a variety of fields, such as image Ho et al.
[2020, 2022b], Ho and Salimans [2022], speech Chen et al. [2020], Kong et al. [2020], and
video Ho et al. [2022a], Singer et al. [2022], Villegas et al. [2022] generation, and image processing
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tasks Song et al. [2020], Saharia et al. [2022a,c], Wang et al. [2023] including image colorization,
super-resolution, inpainting, and semantic editing. A key application area for diffusion models is in
producing high-resolution images through large-scale text-to-image generation. Models like Stable
Diffusion Rombach et al. [2022], DALL-E Ramesh et al. [2022], Imagen Saharia et al. [2022b], eD-
iff Balaji et al. [2022], and GLIDE Nichol et al. [2021] have been notable for creating detailed images.

Although the use of large-scale diffusion models to support downstream tasks is still evolv-
ing, recent developments have shown their potential to enhance training data for machine learning.
For example, He et al. [2022] demonstrated that using synthetic data generated by GLIDE Nichol
et al. [2021] can significantly improve the performance in zero-shot and few-shot image classification
tasks. Additionally, a customized dataset created by adapting GLIDE to CIFAR-100 images has been
shown to increase the accuracy in CIFAR-100 image classification notably. In addition, Brooks et al.
[2023] fine-tuned a stable diffusion model for image editing with creative image-text pairs generated
with a combination of GPT-3 and Stable diffusion. Finally, Bansal and Grover [2023] employed
zero-shot generated data from an “in the wild” stable diffusion model to train robust image classifiers
against natural distribution shifts.

3 Model/Method

3.1 Show and Tell

Show and Tell Vinyals et al. [2015] is a classical neural and probabilistic framework for image
captioning. At the core of Show and Tell is the concept of treating the process of generating
descriptions from images as a translation problem. Traditionally, statistical machine translation
focuses on converting a sentence from a source to a target language. Show and Tell extends this
concept by considering the image as the source language and its descriptive text as the target language.
It involves a two-step process: encoding the visual information in an image and decoding it into a
coherent textual description, as shown in Figure 1.

The first step of Show and Tell involves using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to process
and encode visual inputs. CNNs have demonstrated exceptional performance in image recognition
and classification tasks. In Show and Tell, the CNN acts as a feature extractor that converts an image
into a vector. This vector serves as a condensed representation of the visual information, capturing
essential details required for generating an accurate caption.

Once the image is encoded into a vector, Show and Tell employs Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) in the form of Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks to decode it into text.
Specifically, the LSTM network takes the image vector as input and generates a sequence of words
that form a coherent caption. The LSTM’s memory cell encodes information about the image and
the sequence of words generated thus far, enabling the generation of contextually relevant and
grammatically coherent sentences.

Figure 1: Show and Tell Model Architecture with CNN Encoder
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The training of Show and Tell involves maximizing the probability of generating the correct caption
for a given image. This is achieved by modelling the conditional log-likelihood of each word in
the caption, given the image and the preceding words. If we denote the input image as I and a
ground-truth caption describing this image as S = (S0, . . . , SN ), Show and Tell’s loss for this
image-caption pair is as follows:

L(I, S) = − log p(S|I) = −
N∑
t=0

log p(St|I, S0, . . . , St−1)

3.2 Diffusion

The diffusion model is a class of generative models that have gained significant attention in recent
years for its ability to produce high-quality, diverse samples, particularly in the domain of image
generation. Unlike traditional generative models such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
or Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), diffusion models employ a unique mechanism based on the
principles of stochastic diffusion processes.

The essence of diffusion models lies in their two-phase process: the forward diffusion phase, which
gradually corrupts the data, and the reverse diffusion phase, which aims to recover the original data.
This process is analogous to first adding noise to an image and then learning to remove this noise to
retrieve the original image.

In the forward diffusion phase, the model incrementally adds Gaussian noise to the original data over
a series of steps. This process is typically defined over a discrete time scale, starting from t = 0 and
incrementally increasing to a final time step t = T . At each step, the data moves further from its
original state, becoming progressively noisier until it reaches a point where the original information
is almost entirely obscured.

The reverse diffusion phase is where the model demonstrates its generative capabilities.
Starting from a heavily noised state, the model learns to reverse the noise addition process.
Specifically, the sample at the current time step xt−1 is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
N(µθ(xt),Σθ(xt)), whose mean µθ(xt) is calculated with the sample from the previous time step
xt with a trained neural network µθ, and whose variance Σθ(xt) follows a fixed schedule. The model
iteratively refines this process, ultimately reconstructing an approximation of the original data or
creating new samples.

Expanding upon the basic diffusion model framework, conditional diffusion models incor-
porate external conditioning variables such as class labels or textual descriptions, as shown in Figure
2. This allows for generating targeted content, making diffusion models versatile for applications
requiring specific types of outputs, such as class-specific image generation or text-to-image synthesis.

Figure 2: Text to Image Diffusion Model

4 Experiments

4.1 Research Questions

Inspired by the conclusions in Bansal and Grover [2023], the paper proposes the following research
questions:
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• Can training with a mix of real and synthetic data improve Show and Tell’s performance?

• Can training with a mix of real and synthetic data improve Show and Tell’s robustness?

• Can pre-training with synthetic data and fine-tuning with real data improve Show and Tell’s
performance?

• Can pre-training with synthetic data and fine-tuning with real data improve Show and Tell’s
robustness?

4.2 Metrics

The metric that this paper used to quantify the performance of Show and Tell is the BLEU (Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy) score Papineni et al. [2002], which is a modified n-gram precision score
between a generated sentence and a set of reference sentences.

Originally proposed for automatic evaluation of machine translation, the BLEU score is
also the most commonly used metric in the image captioning literature. Even though this metric has
some obvious drawbacks, it is quick, inexpensive, and has been shown to correlate well with human
evaluations.

4.3 Dataset

Several datasets, as described in Table 1, consisting of images and caption sentences describing those
images are used during the experiment. In each dataset, each image has been annotated by labellers
with five relatively visual and unbiased sentences.

Dataset Training Validation Testing Total

Pascal_VOC_2008 Farhadi et al. [2010] 1000 1000
Flickr8k Rashtchian et al. [2010] 6000 1000 1000 8000
Flickr30k Young et al. [2014] 30000
COCO2014 Lin et al. [2014] 82783 40504 123287

Table 1: The statistics of the datasets

Due to the high cost of generating synthetic data, the team only generated synthetic data for the
smallest dataset with a training and validation/testing set, Flickr8k, and trained Show and Tell on
a mixture of real and synthetic images from the Flickr8k dataset. The other datasets are used to
evaluate the robustness of the trained model.

4.4 Data Generation

The team utilized Stable Diffusion Rombach et al. [2022] to generate synthetic data conditioned on
the captions of the images in the dataset. Specifically, based on Bansal and Grover [2023], the team
used the Stable Diffusion-V1-5 implementation and inference settings detailed in the diffusers von
Platen et al. [2022] library. For Flickr8k Rashtchian et al. [2010], the team constructed a 6k generated
training dataset, 1K validation dataset, and 1K testing dataset from Stable Diffusion by conditioning
on the captions for the images.

4.5 Training Details

Supervised learning models require large amounts of data. However, high-quality datasets often
comprise fewer than 100,000 images. Thus, to combat overfitting, the team initialized the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) component of Show and Tell with weights from a pre-trained
model (like those trained on ImageNet) with all other weights randomly initialized (initializing word
embeddings from a large news corpus led to no significant gains), as described in Vinyals et al. [2015].

The training approach involved stochastic gradient descent with a fixed learning rate of
0.001 and no momentum. The embeddings and LSTM memory were set to 512 dimensions each.
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Figure 3: The real image in Flickr8k Figure 4: The AI-generated image
Caption of image: A girl at a wedding holding some orange flowers.

Basic tokenization is used for data preprocessing. All words that appeared at least four
times in the training dataset are retained.

4.6 Environment Setup

The experiments are all run on the Google Colab platform with T4 GPUs. The code can be found in
this GitHub repository1.

4.7 Results

4.7.1 Can training with a mixture of real and synthetic data improve Show and Tell’s
performance?

The BLEU scores of Show to Tell trained with different ratios of real and synthetic images on the
Flickr8k testing set are presented in Table 2

Ratio of Real Images Ratio of Synthetic Images BLEU Score

1.00 0.00 0.1054
1.00 0.50 0.1035
1.00 1.00 0.1032
0.50 1.00 0.0941
0.00 1.00 0.0893

Table 2: Testing Show and Tell Trained on the Flickr8k Training Set on the Flickr8k Testing Set

Increasing the percentage of synthetic images in the training set leads to lower BLEU scores. This
shows that contrary to the results obtained for training image classifiers, training Show and Tell with
a mixture of real and synthetic data does not improve its performance. On the contrary, it leads to
performance degradation compared with training with real data only.

4.7.2 Can training with a mixture of real and synthetic data improve Show and Tell’s
robustness?

The BLEU scores of Show to Tell trained with different ratios of real and synthetic images on other
datasets are presented in Table 3.

Increasing the percentage of synthetic images in the training set leads to lower BLEU scores on all
other datasets. This shows that contrary to the results obtained for training image classifiers, training

1https://github.com/abbaswu/The-Impact-of-Synthetic-Data-on-Image-Captioning-Models
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Dataset Ratio of Real Images Ratio of Synthetic Images BLEU Score

Pascal_VOC_2008 1.00 0.00 0.0618
Pascal_VOC_2008 1.00 0.50 0.0593
Pascal_VOC_2008 1.00 1.00 0.0618
Pascal_VOC_2008 0.50 1.00 0.0593
Pascal_VOC_2008 0.00 1.00 0.0511
Flickr30k 1.00 0.00 0.1652
Flickr30k 1.00 0.50 0.1568
Flickr30k 1.00 1.00 0.1541
Flickr30k 0.50 1.00 0.1350
Flickr30k 0.00 1.00 0.0811
COCO2014 1.00 0.00 0.0621
COCO2014 1.00 0.50 0.0610
COCO2014 1.00 1.00 0.0607
COCO2014 0.50 1.00 0.0598
COCO2014 0.00 1.00 0.0579
Table 3: Testing Show and Tell Trained on the Flickr8k Training Set on Other Datasets

Show and Tell with a mixture of real and synthetic data does not improve its robustness. On the
contrary, it leads to performance degradation compared with training with real data only.

4.7.3 Can pre-training with synthetic data and fine-tuning with real data improve Show and
Tell’s performance?

The BLEU scores of Show to Tell pre-trained on synthetic data on the Flickr8k testing set are
presented in Table 4

Number of Fine-tuning Epochs BLEU Score

5 0.1086
10 0.1072
20 0.1055
40 0.1064

Table 4: Testing Show and Tell pre-trained on Synthetic Data on the Flickr8k Testing Set

It can be observed that Show and Tell achieved a higher BLEU score when trained on synthetic
data then fine-tuned on the Flickr8k training set than when directly trained on the Flickr8k training
set only, as depicted in the first row of Table 2. Furthermore, with the increase in the number of
fine-tuning epochs, the BLEU score gradually approaches that of training the model on the Flickr8k
training set only. This suggests that pretraining and fine-tuning may lead to Show and Tell performing
better than directly training on the training set.

4.7.4 Can pre-training with synthetic data and fine-tuning with real data improve Show and
Tell’s robustness?

The BLEU scores of Show to Tell trained on synthetic data on other datasets are presented in Table 5

Compared with Table 3, we can observe that Show and Tell only achieves a higher BLEU score
when pre-trained on synthetic data then fine-tuned on the Flickr8k training set for the COCO2014
dataset, but not for the Pascal_VOC_2008 and the Flickr30k dataset. This suggests that pretraining
and fine-tuning do not increase the robustness of Show and Tell.
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Dataset Number of Fine-tuning Epochs BLEU Score

Pascal_VOC_2008 5 0.0605
Pascal_VOC_2008 10 0.0610
Pascal_VOC_2008 20 0.0606
Pascal_VOC_2008 40 0.0592
Flickr30k 5 0.1034
Flickr30k 10 0.1152
Flickr30k 20 0.1350
Flickr30k 40 0.1547
COCO2014 5 0.0642
COCO2014 10 0.0628
COCO2014 20 0.0612
COCO2014 40 0.0622

Table 5: Testing Show and Tell Trained on the Flickr8k Training Set on Other Datasets

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the exploration into the impact of synthetic data on image captioning models reveals a
subtle relation between performance, robustness and the amount of synthetic data. The experimental
findings, conducted with the Show and Tell model, suggest that training with a mixture of real
and synthetic data does not improve performance and robustness, as in the case of training image
classification models Bansal and Grover [2023], but underscore the potential of using AI-generated
images in pretraining datasets, with models trained solely on synthetic images and fine-tuned on real
data outperforming those relying solely on real data.

This study contributes to the evolving landscape of the application of synthetic data in image-based
deep learning tasks. Future work involves a deeper understanding of underlying factors influencing
the experimental results, alternative conditioning methods, and the broader implications for other
image-based tasks, as this paper anticipates the growing viability of this strategy with advancements
in synthetic data quality and cost-effectiveness.
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